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Pancake Peace Accord or IHOP Not 
 

by Eric Charping 

Our story begins in front of the IHOP in Woodbridge, at least, this is 

where I care to start the story. Before we go any further, let the record 

state that I detest IHOP – and I'm a breakfast person. First and fore-

most, there is absolutely no reason they should be able to stamp 

themselves the INTERNATIONAL house of pancakes, when the 

jacks they are flapping aren't shit. Secondly, I have an intense passion 

for maple syrup, the kind that actually comes from trees. That stuff on 

the table is straight corn syrup, without a doubt (sorry Aunt Jemi-

ma™, you never did it for me). The food is the last thing that would 

bring me to an IHOP. 

 

I would digress more but as the white Mazda 3 enters my field of  

vision my heart fights my vocal chords for refuge in my throat. 

Throwing up at an IHOP wouldn't be out of the ordinary, but as she 

steps out of the vehicle I wonder if losing it before you even step into 

the establishment is some sort of first. My girlfriend welcomes me 

with a warm embrace, and my butterflies are working overtime. The 

walk from the parking lot towards the self-proclaimed global den of 

deliciousness feels like it takes ten minutes. Sating my hunger is not 

the mission tonight; I have as much time as it takes to choke down a 

sub-par hotcake with nasty syrup to break up with this girl.1 

 

An IHOP is nothing spectacular. We made our way down the  

uselessly-long front counter to the predictably unenthusiastic hostess 

who presided over the field of tables and booths that sat a billion  

people and led me to slaught-er...led us to our seats. Jen is perky,  

per-usual, and her eyes are alight with curiosity. I had asked her to 

dinner so we could “talk” and if she had any idea of what was coming 

                                                 
1  The author is wholly of the opinion that breaking up with a lovely young lady at a  

fucking IHOP is deplorable, and said person deserves any and all karmic comeuppances that come 

their way. As you make your way through the series of events that both precede and follow this 

occurrence, wade through the plethora of vicissitudes and sort through all emotional viscera con-

cerning the protagonist herewith, save a shred of sympathy for this sorry soul, the food was bad 

enough.   
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(the previous fourteen months should have been clue enough) her 

smile betrayed it. 

 

“So, are you finally going to propose to me tonight?” Jen laughs in an 

I-sound-like-I'm-joking-but-deep-down-in-the-absess-of-where-my-

heart-should-be-it's-my-greatest-desire sort of way. 

 

I reply in my best half-squeak half-yawp, “IHOP not!”2 

 

I can't remember our server's name, may have started with an “S,” but 

I do remember that she looked like the type of woman that might have 

had a couple of kids at home, a baby daddy she wrangled, and that she 

probably gave her last fuck back in 2003. 

  

I decided upon IHOP for our dinner date because it is a locale we both 

knew, is always modestly full, and the surly staff would certainly de-

fend me in the event of a crime of passion, wouldn't they? Isn't the 

chivalric abstention of violence from an individual with a penis 

against one with a vagina universally lauded as the right thing to do? 

Our server couldn't be afraid to “slap a bitch” if things got out of 

hand, right? These thoughts are at the front of my mind because 

things were likely to get out of hand. With Jen, there was no normal. 

Things always escalated far beyond the banal. As much as she wanted 

a boring life in an expensive suburban home with a family, her per-

sonality and proclivities would never allow that to happen, and that's 

why I am aiming to bring an end to it before I'm over my head in 

mortgages, kids, and more baggage than they allow on the flight of 

life. Speaking of that metaphor, it would be right about now on that 

proverbial flight that the seatbelt light would be flickering on. 

 

Meanwhile, just over a year ago, I find myself locking gazes with one 

of the most beautiful, fascinating creatures3 I have ever locked gazes 

                                                 
2 One should take every piece of writing with a grain of salt and a discerning eye, but the  

author wishes to come forth in a moment of complete transparency and admit that he did, in fact, 

NOT make that ridiculous joke at any point during the night, though he most assuredly wishes he 

did. 
3The author means this in the most endearing, non-demeaning way humanly possible. 
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across a room with. Her sense of style is in-deliberately tomboyish, 

she wears some bermuda-length jorts and a tank top. She is athletic, 

her complexion is radiant, and she has a smile that threatens to split 

her lips. I stroll over to talk to her… 

 

...yeah right. Like 21-year-old me would ever do that. Hell, like 28-

year-old me would ever do that. Don't get me wrong, I hold myself in 

fairly high esteem, and I can navigate a conversation, and at the very 

least I think I'm funny, but sometimes someone is the type of beautiful, 

the type of confidant, and just IS in a way that is extraordinarily  

intimidating. This was one of those moments, and I had already  

relegated myself to talking to my friend and sipping my PBR.4  

However, God, The Universe5 intervened that night, and I found this 

angel approaching me to shoot the shit. I found it funny that she  

introduced herself with her full name for just a second, until I heard 

her follow-up. 

 

"Do you know what my last name means?6 It's in the original transla-

tion of Beowulf. It means ‘to slay,’ and it appears in the scene when 

he goes to slay the dragon." 

 

Holey moley, I've never been so skeptical/jealous/ 

okay-with-the-murder-of-dragons/madly in love in my life. I immedi-

ately envisioned us getting married, and me taking her name, because 

that was obviously the only logical course of action. 

 

The rest of the night wasn't very memorable. Whether this was  

alcohol-induced or not is up in the air, but we did talk some more 

here and there. She approached me right before the wind-down and 

asked me if I knew what her last name meant. I did, and I told her I 

did because she had managed to impart that little nugget of 

knowledge nine times that night. She did her best beet impersonation 

                                                 
4 Hey, they don't give that blue ribbon to just anybody. 
5 Is there a difference? 
6 I did not, and I probably guessed "Smith" or "Brown" or something equally as trite. 
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and exited in a flustered flurry. I think she liked me.7 The whimsy of 

this night would appear more auspicious as I moved forward and was 

able to look back at all the wreckage of the past.

                                                 
7 Alright, I know what you’re thinking, and the author knows what you’re thinking, because 

we are one and the same. Look at that chemistry up there nestled in all the italics; behold the wild 

saltations of young love! What happened here, and how did it go from so good to so...not good? 

Well, much as the conditions must be right for any sort of spectacular phenomena to occur – think 

of elemental reactions, and the ongoing celestial ballet – our stars were most definitely crossed at 

that time. As much as time is just a human construct – a comparison of two rhythmic occurrences, 

the ticking of clocks in reference to the rotation of the Earth, and all sub and supra-divisions within 

- our “timing” couldn't have been further off. She, a woman invested in her studies. Me, someone 

who actually didn't even go to the college (or any for that matter), just happened to live by it. It 

wasn't meant to be. Even though the greater Fredericksburg area thought it was a great pairing, it 

just wasn't meant to be. Perhaps our union was too powerful, and the universe had to conspire 

against, lest it be ousted from its seat as resident penultimate amazingness. But seriously, how dare 

extraneous circumstances get in the way of success in MY love life? The fallout from what I 

thought was going to be my ride-or-die life partner here would send me on one of the most prolific 

periods of artistic production in my life – the nature of that probably best for a different post – but 

is the dejected, depressive-state worth all the badass art your produce? And really, of all people to 

“rebound” to, you just had to rebound into one of the most crazily toxic relationships that can be 

defined? Is a trip to IHOP worth shaking your jilted lover status? 
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Poetry Collection 
 

by Alyssa Harmon 

the road travelled too often  

follow the trail of clothes 

leading from the door to the bed 

follow the road called 

“i swear we’re just friends.” 

 

art  

you left all your shit here 

like i was supposed to make some 

sculpture out of it 

and call it 

“what happens when you get attached.” 

now i’m just a broken statue- 

pieces scattered on the ground- 

this one’s called  

“what happens when he decides 

not to stick around.” 

 

landmarks  

the walgreens on the corner 

but not on the corner of happy and healthy 

the corner of love and lost time 

the 7-11 

where you knew to turn left to get back home 

on the street called 

“how come you’re supposed to feel safe here” 

the liquor store near his house 

and the pot-hole filled backroad 

you’re lost, 

but he won’t help you find your way.
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June 20th 

 

by Travis Lueth 

The day before the longest 

day of the year is almost 

just as long, just as 

the day after the longest 

day of the year 

is only off by just a hair. 

 

Sometimes you love someone more 

than anything, then you love 

someone else more 

then you love another person 

but that love falls short 

by just a hair 

just like the day before 

the longest day of the year. 

 

And suddenly you realize how 

much it matters to be off 

by just a hair, and the next time 

June 21st rolls around 

on the calendar you wonder 

aloud, just to yourself, 

how nice it is 

that the longest day of the year 

is always marked.
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Thunderbird 
 

by John Allan 

Once, in the North, winter trapped souls in  

to the dark rooms of Thunderbird motel.  

Lonesome, trapped body heat, virile sweat of sin  

drenched the mind, who can ignore its spell?  

 

Brother, sister, I joined in neighbor’s abode.  

All friends, we gentlemen and Mrs. Night. 

Matured like strong drink, sworn to honor’s code.  

Reckless abandon arrived with boundary’s flight. 

 

Michael’s sister went first, blue jeans pulled taut.  

A lace of cotton angels gazed up toward me.  

Hair’s follicle to curtain’s drape, I fought  

through her grimace to ringing bell, my jubilee. 

 

Angels returned, our cheeks abashed, gut-retch sour. 

Delinquent rite of passage. A boy’s queerest hour. 
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Mr. Brightside 
 

by Alyssa Harmon 

It started out with a kiss, how did it end up like this, 

It was only a kiss; 

It was only a kiss. 

The song blared at maximum volume through the open  

windows of my black Hyundai Accent as we cruised down the busy 

night road. The Killers masked my off-key singing; they sang it better 

anyways.  In the middle of the song, I looked over at him as he was 

staring at his phone. 

 My stomach is sick  

And it’s all in my head. 

“Anything is possible,” he tried to convince me over text, 

“Anything is possible; just make the first move.”  

 “Yeah, but then if the feelings aren’t reciprocated, it just ruins 

everything,” I replied. 

 “I’m saying there’s nothing wrong with you making a move. If 

you try, I guarantee you it’ll work.” 

I suspiciously eyed my phone. Did he want me to read  

between the lines? Were there any lines to read between?  I suddenly 

got the same feeling I did when my mom told me we were taking our 

old dog to a happier home, yet it still didn’t deter me from  

inviting him over that night. 

We watched old reruns of Friends. Ross just found out that 

Chandler and Monica were sleeping together.  

He decided to lay his head on my lap. I ran my fingers through 

his hair as I turned my attention back to the TV. 

Later, we both lay on the living room floor. It was 2 A.M.  I 

had been awake since early that morning and started to doze off.   

After I fell asleep, he woke me up by moving closer to wrap his arms 

around me. I flinched at first but wasn’t sure why.  Just make the first 

move, echoed through my head like a motivational saying from a 

Dove wrapper. How could I not? 
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Jealousy, turning saints into the sea 

Swimming through sick lullabies 

Choking on your alibis. 

We sat by the bay watching the gentle moonlight create a  

distorted path on the choppy waves, a yellow brick road that I 

should’ve taken advantage of. I couldn’t tell if I was shivering  

because I was nervous or cold. He noticed and suggested that we head 

home. Not yet. I had to tell him something first.  My voice was  

shaking. 

“I was so worried about you.  No one heard from you for three 

months; you just dropped off the face of the earth.  I didn’t know what 

the hell I did wrong.  I’ve had all these what-ifs and unanswered ques-

tions, and I couldn’t talk to you anymore. Hugh and I just stopped 

talking about you because we both knew the answer when we asked 

each other if we had heard from you,” my voice became louder as all 

my anger started to overflow like a running faucet someone  

forgot about. 

“I figured,” he shrugged. 

“And…” I turned and stared out at the water. This was my 

goodbye to him, the last chapter of our book.  I needed this to be the 

end; I was running out of paper.  “I’ve always cared about you.  We 

were really close friends even before we…” I rubbed my hands up 

and down my legs as the cold and the nervousness ran through my 

body.  “Then you left with no explanation. You promised me things 

wouldn’t change afterwards, that we would be okay, but it’s fucking 

not.  It’s not anywhere close.” 

Now they’re going to bed 

And my stomach is sick 

And it’s all in my head. 

My hand rested on the gear shift, knowing I should switch it 

from park to drive.  I sat outside of his house, fighting a losing battle 

in my head.  Stay or leave.  Stay or leave.  Stay or leave.  

I grabbed my bag and walked up to his front door.  No one 

knew I was here; if they did, they would’ve told me to turn around.   

I knocked, and the door swung open. I stepped into the house, and 
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instantly his hands slid around my waist.  He led me up the stairs, 

leaving a trail of clothes like bread crumbs back to the front door. 

He had a twin bed with a light tan comforter and only one  

pillow. Gold trophies covered the top of a bookshelf that held  

cascading books.  Ribbons and medals hung off colorful pushpins. 

There were pieces of military memorabilia scattered over the desk. A 

map of a European country, framed school certificates, and a Patriots 

felt flag hung on the wall.  An empty piñata dangled from the ceiling. 

The window was open, and the blinds were pulled up.  In the sky, the  

constellations shook their head in disapproval. What happened to 

goodbye? I thought as his lips pressed against mine. 

But she’s touching his chest now, 

He takes off her dress now 

Let me go. 

My car was parked in a mostly deserted parking lot, and I 

watched as people started coming back from their late-night fishing 

trips.  They smiled and laughed with each other; when was the last 

time I felt that way?   

He interrupted my thoughts, saying he had to go.  We picked 

up our clothes from the car floor and redressed before driving back to 

his house.  

We silently stepped out of the car and stood on the sidewalk, 

wondering how we were supposed to say goodbye. Eventually he 

stepped forward to hug me. Was this finally the real ending? 

“Hey, it’s going to be okay.  You’re going to be okay.  You 

know you can always call me or Hugh if you need to talk,” was the 

last thing he said to me before he left. 

But it’s just the price I pay 

Destiny is calling me 

Open up my eager eyes 

Cause I’m Mr. Brightside. 

“I don’t understand why you’re upset,” his voice carried over 

1,186 miles.  Somehow that didn’t seem far enough. 

No strings, my memories chanted and mocked me.  
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“It hurt so much because I got attached, and you fucking 

didn’t,” I tell him for the hundredth time.  Is it the phone that keeps 

my message from getting through? 

“I was always there for you!” he yelled.  

“Damnit, you were never there! I tried so hard to keep us  

together, but you made it so difficult. I feel like I gave so much effort 

but got nothing in return,” my voice was an earthquake that kept  

getting stronger. “It hurt so much because I loved you, but you didn’t 

love me back.” 

I’m coming out of my cage 

And I’ve been doing just fine. 

Our favorite song reverberates in my car as I drive home from 

work a little past midnight. My passenger seat has been vacant for a 

few months now, but every time this song comes on it becomes just a 

little bit emptier. I sing the lyrics with more power now than I ever 

did when he was with me. The song becomes the soundtrack for a 

montage of the few times we made each other laugh; the few times we 

actually made each other happy.  I forget to add all the scenes of us 

screaming at each other after months of pent up anger; how after a 

certain point the only real conversations we had were arguments. I 

forget to include all the nights I spent curled up in bed wondering 

where I fucked up. I forget to showcase the night I spent in my car as 

my crying filled the silence instead of “I love you too.”   

It started out with a kiss, how did it end up like this, 

It was only a kiss. 

It was only a kiss. 
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Women Who Glow in the Dark 
 

by Hayley Garron 

 

There is no judgment 

in dark rooms  

where lights don’t exist;  

we are just bodies. 

 

Intimate it is, yes, 

skin against skin, 

and the white of the sheets beneath  

you glow like the 

color of freshly minted teeth. 

 

You see the whites of her eyes, 

but pupils remain  

invisible to your sight. 

 

It’s a tango of guesses, 

whether or not her answer  

is a yes full of anticipation, 

since you’ve lost all sense to 

speak the moment she undressed.  

 

Warrior marks line the spine  

Your fingers descend, 

Gently, gently 

causing a shiver to rise from her chest.  
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The tattoo on her neck stretches as  

She arches toward you, 

skin now blessed with artwork  

on what was once a blank canvas. 

 

The kiss on your cheek lingers, 

and all insecurities climb out 

the opened window  

 

As she smiles her glowing smile,  

And nods her head “yes” to end 

the tango, and begin a new dance.    
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Poem 2 
 

by Kelley Chapman 

"And I love her," I muttered under my breath, "She doesn't know that 

I exist." 

She's never felt my breath on her neck. 

The heat trickling down her chest. 

She's never felt my touch. 

My clammy hand grasping her hand for comfort. 

She's never heard my voice. 

Speaking her name in the name of love. 

She's never looked into my eyes. 

Seeing the passion I feel for her each time that my lashes touch my 

browbone. 

And I love her.
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To David on a Sunday Morning 
 

by Michelle Sonnenberg 

I wake to you. 

The prayers, the to do lists have 

all fallen away. 

Only the slant of sunlight glistening in the dog’s eyes 

remains. 

I wake to the formless void, 

the shape I give to things. 

Stand in the silence; 

fill the space with the noise 

of the things that matter. 

Hold fast to the crisp, creamy white 

pure thought like the light 

that fills aloneness with joy. 

Hold its small hand, 

Give it shape in objects, 

feelings, 

thoughts. 

I let it bless me as I 

run my finger down the 

handle of my mug, alone, 

chasing your bones into 

the still morning.
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Letter to Ivy 
 

by Lequina Knox 

You’re my lady. Let me tell you the truth.  

My heart belongs to you through the lifetimes. 

You are my beautiful Ivy Ruth! 

Heaven smiles on us sometimes. 

 

I saw your face on your piano’s space: 

Sparkler fireworks lit my young soul! 

No longer did I expect bows and lace. 

My feet led me on a New York stroll. 

My beautiful high yellow queen. 

Will you sense me when I leave? 

Our love’s bow remains keen, 

Though sadness roars and upheaves. 

 

Now Ivy, you’ve come back to me. 

Heaven and me will bring you glee!
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what if 
 

by Resie Waechter 

because 

what if it didn’t matter so much 

whether people called me “sir”? 

if i didn’t loathe to hear them speculate 

is that a He, or is It a Her? 

would i shave my hair short, 

the way i’ve always liked? 

bare ears burning crimson red with each 

“ugh! just look at that big dyke!” 

 

is there a reason for this cropped head to be 

perpetually hung in shame? 

would it even make me feel much better 

if i figured out just who to blame? 

criticisms from friends and strangers alike 

their reasons are mostly the same; 

whether well-intended or otherwise perhaps, 

they still manage to inflict the same pain. 

 

because 

what if it didn’t matter so much 

how we thought our women should be? 

since regardless of the many and various options 

the first answer should always be “free.”
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The Draft 
 

by Garrett Ryder 

When you come out for the first time, you won’t realize that it means 

coming out every day for the rest of your life. You’ll spend your first 

few months stumbling over your name, pausing nervously for a  

second too long when someone asks you to identify yourself. There 

will be looks, mostly of surprise, but you’ll be so exhilarated you 

won’t mind at first.  

 

That will get old pretty quickly. There will be a lot of correction. 

You’ll find the golden mean when it comes to pronouns and dead 

names hovers somewhere between once and never before they tack 

“over sensitive” on as well. You’ll learn to grow thick skin, or at least 

learn to be very good at looking like you do. The news will prove that 

it’s safer to shrug it off and pretend that ever actually asking someone 

“did you just assume my gender?” wouldn’t immediately make you 

wonder just how accurate that thirty-year life expectancy is. 

 

That’s why you smile through the militant feminization, the hers and 

shes that dig their barbed little letters under your nails, the insistence 

that Garrett has to be a woman’s name too because Lord forbid one of 

Those People touch your cup. You’ll hide what goes on during  

appointments with your gender therapist because your family insisted 

the only reason you were allowed to go was because she’d say you 

were crazy. You’ll hide that you didn’t know you were trans until you 

hit your teens because that doesn’t fit with the narrative They like to 

hear. You’ll quickly discover why They absolutely deserve the capital 

at the beginning. You’ll spend a year with that therapist proving that 

you’re really trans, then you’ll go to two nurses and a doctor and  

convince them of the same. 

 

You’ll get your hormones and never tell your parents because you 

know it’ll just repeat the fight you had the first time you said you 

wanted them. They’ll figure it out eventually. You won’t talk about it 

then, either. You’ll feel relieved that they don’t kick you onto the 
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street, then sick because when the hell did the standard for good par-

enting become whether or not they disown you for trying to be the 

man you wish you could see in the mirror. You’ll become an expert 

on everything trans because at any moment you may be called upon to 

defend your entire existence against someone who “just has their own 

opinions.” You won’t mention that those opinions paint you and  

everyone like you as a degenerate and a pervert, you’ll groan in pain 

when someone inevitably brings up bathrooms.  

 

You’ll be afraid to use them, by the way. Bathrooms, that is. Your 

eyes will dart frantically between two stick figures and you’ll pray 

that whichever one you choose is empty.  

 

You’ll read every book and watch every show that has a character like 

you in it; you’ll also quickly discover that almost every character 

“like you” never stopped being cast as a villain or a prostitute or a 

man in a dress. The people around you will write stories about these 

men, or at least about how these men tricked their main characters 

into having sex with them; you’ll remember that whole “pervert” 

thing.  

 

You’ll read this piece back to yourself and realize you’re writing one 

more piece of weepy gay literature. The audience will be just as sick 

of it as you are even if they’re silently grateful that it at least isn’t a 

poem. You’ll write it anyways because if you have to hear one more 

person stutter out a five-minute apology over incorrect pronouns, 

you’ll spontaneously combust.  

 

You’ll find people to laugh about it with, and they’ll be the ones that 

actually make it feel like it’s worth it. You’ll know you have a long 

way to go, but that you wouldn’t want to be anyone else. Most days 

that’ll just be enough. 



 

II 

Onkalo 
 

by Travis Lueth 

onkalo (Finnish) – cave, cavity, hole, pit, cavern, hollow; hidden 
 

i. 

To be honest 

we are all hollow 

no matter 

how together we feel 

we are filled 

with a narrow tunnel, 

30 ft long 

top to bottom.  

A hollow that hosts  

its own world- 

its own ecosystem 

of bronchial forests 

and seas of digestive acid 

-that we will never witness. 

 

Perhaps this is why 

for so long men clung 

to the idea of a Hollow Earth. 

An opening at each pole- 

top and bottom 

(claimed to be 1400 ft wide) 

leading down to another world 

filled with super beings 

extraordinary versions of ourselves 

that we hoped would climb out 

to finally fix us. 
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From the guardrails, to my sister 
 

by Chistrian Deglado 

This is a poem I translated from Spanish. It was written by my uncle, 

Salvador Ferrer, who died in a Cuban prison five years ago. My  

uncle was an avid reader, thinker, and writer. He felt deeply, and 

lived his life with an oppressive impetus to understand and be  

understood. Here, he writes to my mother from his prison cell.  

 

From the guardrails, to my sister  

These syllables, that spit  

Against the night a 

Joyous intention of music and ash. 

 

Sybil, the spirit of the earth is a falsehood  

Abrasive nostalgia that I don't recognize  

Except with an inconsequential derision toward the Astros.  

 

Write your magic even if it does not presage an ending  

Even if you lose yourself in the vertigo  

Of this cruel revelation that is death.  

 

It will be memory, sister, the violent blue  

Of an incontestable and brutal philosophy  

Nostalgias of the future that reveal in the heart 

Recurrent endowments of the blood 

Pulverized hours in which humanness pains us  

 

Tell me who I am, why what I think and speak  

Boils in a strange tongue I cannot perceive.  
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From the guardrails I observe our fears  

This fervor that confuses us in the fate of other faces  

Of other lives that tomorrow will also  

Deteriorate.  

 

Write Sybil, write your words in the water  

Even if they seem as if they don't belong to you  

And something breaks in the sky's lintel 



 

II 

India 
 

Alex Valdes 

When India, new and ancient 

Was discovered fresh to maturity- 

Cut short, too short, to time 

and the rhythm of the world 

That she found herself in. 

 

Take and take and feel nothing 

Everyone saw something, but never what was there: 

Too far gone in greed and lust. 

Two-tone exploitation, “please just let me rest!” 

None for India, take and take. 

 

The bow bends, bends, then breaks 

Dripping cinnamon and oils from the wound- 

Her knife, but carved by others. Damned others! 

Just leave and give her rest. Quiet rest, at home, in home. 

A single chance will save her. 

 

But no home, no chance, is quartered. Harsh death. 

Tears fuel a story, but the story falls away. 

No nation, never a nation, but a name? Crisp- 

And gone. Fire suffered alone, snuffed out to darkness. 

Such darkness. Clichés for death and no after. 

 

She is gone, and her story is only a footnote in a larger narrative- 

Made by others, never her
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Validation 
 

by Ariel Ajodhia 

What of a sweet word? 

That I consume it? 

That I accept it despite 

Its saccharine façade? 

That I then spit it out, 

Once the bitterness 

Has seeped into my taste? 

That I reject it? 

That I abandon its source? 

That I mourn it? 

Quietly, secretly? 

Not tragically? 

That I recall its nature 

With a sting in the tail? 

Far past the time of occurrence? 

That I ask for it again? 

That I then awake? 

From such repetition 

And find myself denied? 

Or that I ask for it again? 

And again? 

And again?
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I feel a cold rain, and know I am not home 
 

by Alex Valdes 

In the Battle of the Somme, my Great Granduncle, who fought for 

the British Armed Forces, was killed by artillery fire before a trench 

charge. Our family keeps his name, James, as a tradition in his honor. 

 

Seconds drip off of a small steel watch, deadpan hourglass of a 

situation that none of us fully understood. It ticks incessantly, and I 

wake from a type of sleep that’s lost the warmth of comfort,  

contributing more to my insomnia than anything outside. 

This place is not home. I hear a woman’s voice before I hear my 

sergeant’s and then I am moving. Snail’s pace in the mud and noise. I 

walk in halls that are made from the dead and populated by the dying. 

They reach out if you close your eyes for a moment but I don’t today. 

If I die here, I will be away from home. I will hear my mother 

call for me, and as she fades I’ll feel a breeze of death that’s more like 

a suggestion than a sentence. I move further. The ground is spiked 

with different watches, made of metal and hate, bent in ways to trap a 

leg or sever a vein. They are cold; everything is cold. 

I worked in a warehouse before I worked here. It was glass and 

fibers, and I tested light bulbs. I would turn one around in a socket 

until it lit, then turn it off and put it in the box with the rest. Then an-

other. Then another. Then I would be done for the day, and I could go 

home. This place is not home, but I know it just as well. I go to where 

my socket is, and I twist myself in. 

And then I am turned off. Then he is turned off. Then another. 

Then another.
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Onkalo ii. 
 

by Travis Lueth 

ii. 

When your father dies 

you will understand 

how hollow you can be 

and you will no longer 

ponder if the Earth 

is hollow. 

 

If it were 

as empty as man 

it would have collapsed  

under our weight, 

swallow us down 

into its stomach cavity 

to dissolve likes grains of salt. 
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For My Sins 
 

by Lucas Mazintas 

Oh, panopticon in which I am ensnared, 

in unblanketed nights, I lay, 

wistful for contours 

of the land 

where nectarines blossom; 

of the air 

where bumblebees twirl; 

of the sea, 

where water disrobes man of the sins they adorn. 

 

The shackled flesh of a man  

who absconded with silver 

to relieve his family’s starvation 

is enclosed in a 

purgatory where 

eyes watch his movements 

his aches 

his pains 
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A Forced Eruption 
 

by Eillin Delapaz 

We shouldn’t be so placid 

for the state of desolation lingers 

like thickening smog at a volcano’s peak 

the entrapped heat rises 

like magma to the surface 

colossal polar ice caps become dense, dissolving, melting 

violent storms and illnesses transpire as sea levels get higher 

but the world is opulent and fruitful 

mother Nature will not falter, but restore 

restore her sultry air, eroded forests, and deepest impure oceans 

yet, we shouldn’t be so placid 

for we are the cause of such poison, pollution, peril 

we will be the ones to wither 

pumiced, like lava and volcanic ash after an explosive eruption  
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Onkalo iii. 
 

by Travis Lueth 

iii. 

In far deep Finland 

they are digging 

down into our Earth. 

 

They are hollowing it out 

1400 ft down 

to swallow up our poison. 

 

We will lock it away 

let the emptiness of Earth 

forget our sins. 

 

For 100,000 years 

in the still darkness 

of our pit. 
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Curse You 
 

by Kevin Diebold 

Second level. No parking spots.  

Third. None.  

Fourth, Jesus Christ! I turn to go up another ramp.  

Fifth, You’ve got to be fucking kidd- oh there’s one! 

I swerve into the only available spot in the five-story garage; my 

tires squeal viciously on the drab, grey concrete. A half empty bottle 

of Mountain Dew barrels across the passenger floor and my miniature 

Chicago Cubs helmet swings frantically from the rearview mirror. I’m 

gonna be so late! But not so late- I reach into my pocket and grab my 

small pillbox. Without looking, I snatch two pills from the upper  

section; the blue pills hit the back of my throat and I swallow. I grab 

my backpack, slam the door, and don’t look back. Out of my  

peripheral, I catch a quick flash of white. I jerk my head but there’s 

nothing there. No time to stand around like a dumbass; I turn back to 

continue my charge forward. Two parking spots are wide open right 

next to me. The hell? I’m losing it. Out of the garage, I run across the 

street and into the campus courtyard. A couple people are setting up a 

tent on the main walkway. They try to stop some students walking by 

and shove flyers into their hands. No time for that shit. I cut left and 

race across the green field but halt in my tracks and slowly look to my 

right. 

“What the fuck?”  

Creeping out of the grass like a damn meerkat is a six-inch mouse 

cursor. Frozen, dumbfounded, I watch the cursor slide over me and 

land a few feet away on a crumpled-up flyer. A three-foot-tall context 

menu pops up right above it. The cursor hovers over a couple selec-

tions and lands on delete. A Recycle Bin desktop icon pops up fifteen 

feet in the air. The paper that was once on the ground disappears and 

the Recycle Bin icon is now full. I reach into my pocket and pull my 

pillbox back out. Nothing is missing from the upper section. Oh shit.  

I quickly comb through the other sections. Two blue pills are missing 

from the hallucinogens. Those aren’t Adderall. It shouldn't be kicking 

in so fast though. I really am losing it. I narrow my eyes as I scan the 
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courtyard. Seriously? No one else notices the cursor that just deleted 

a goddamn physical object? A couple strolls by, textbooks in hand. 

The flyer-pushers shove their agendas like everything is normal. 

Okay. This is fine. People go insane all the time. My feet override my 

uncooperative brain and walk three feet to stand directly in front of 

the cursor. I reach my hand out slowly. Twelve inches.  

Nine.  

Six.  

Three. 

Two. 

One… 

The cursor jumps like a cat that just noticed a cucumber. It paus-

es for a solid two seconds before it submerges into the grass. To my 

left a chat box opens, midair: 

 

There is nothing for at least five seconds. Then one by one the 

words slowly appear: 

 

The chat box disappears. My head screams as I notice how 

tightly I’ve been grasping my hair.  

Shit…Okay, let’s say I’m not crazy for a minute. I just 

“acknowledged” something really fucked up. This is like some weird 

Matrix shit. Oh God, I’m a dead man. They’re gonna delete me like 

I’m some crumpled flyer! Wait, did they delete those cars too!? IS 

THIS WHY I CAN NEVER FIND SOMETHING WHEN IT FALLS 

UNDER THE SEAT OF MY CAR!? Okay, big guy, stay focused on the 

matter at hand. What’s my next step h- 
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The cursor reemerges from the ground. I freeze. My heart rate 

spikes, as the cursor creeps toward me, and a single context window 

pops up over my head. It makes its way down the list.  

Without thinking, I sling my backpack off my shoulder and 

thrust it at the suspended window. The backpack crashes through, and 

the window begins to dematerialize like a dying 8-bit game monster.  

I can’t believe that worked! The mouse attempts to right click on me 

again. I clinch my teeth and swing my bag around like a roided out 

Sammy Sosa with a corked baseball bat. It connects, and the mouse 

cursor goes flying. 

“Holy shit! That actually worked!” I yell, maniacally. I notice 

a group of perplexed students watching from a safe distance. My 

burning face paints itself at least four shades of red as I wave and 

laugh. Smooth recovery, James Dean. The crowd whispers to each 

other. Some people have their phones out filming. A faculty member 

is talking into a radio. Shit, they probably think I’m crazy. I should 

probabl- 

A clicking sound from behind jolts my attention in time to see 

the cursor back over the context window. I jump up and grab the cur-

sor with both hands. It dips from my weight and lands on Rename. 

The sound of another click, and a bar shows up at my shins.  

 

The blinking line shifts back between the “)” and the “.” One 

by one the letters that make up my name disappear before my eyes. 

Flashing lights catch my eye, off in the distance, brining me 

back to reality. The campus police climb out of their SUV, and the 

faculty lady with the radio starts sidestepping toward them awkwardly 

her eyes darting in different directions. Super inconspicuous, lady. 

Their voices are inaudible as they continue to glance my way, avoid-

ing eye contact. 

“Can I at least get some subtitles?” I say, eyes gawking around 

the sky above me. The two officers split; one plodding to my left and 

one to my right. This will be fun to try and explain. I glance down at 

the box at my shins to notice my new identity almost complete. 

 

“What the hell?! I’m not corrupted! Leave me the fuck alone!” 
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The cursor travels above me to the right. It clicks and a  

rectangle with dotted outlines begins to grow as the cursor angles 

down past my body to the ground on my left.  

I’m boxed in.  

The officers now stand to my immediate right and left, fingers 

tense as their hands float dangerously close to their utility belts. 

“No, guys, this is a big misunderstanding. See, there’s these 

people, and they’re deleting shit like we are in some kind of computer 

program. They even-“ 

The officers move forward and pin me to the ground. The 

handcuffs dig into the skin of my wrists. 

The cursor moves within the box it drew around me and  

begins to drag me against my will.  

The officers push me into the back seat of their car. A voice 

comes over the radio. 

“You have him in custody?” 

“Roger, 1202. What should we do with him?” one of the  

officers respond. 

There is radio silence for at least five seconds. A shiver pries 

itself into the ends of my arms and legs. It crawls tauntingly between 

my skin and flesh. It continues its mission to violate the rest my body 

as I read the white subtitles that appear in the bottom third of my  

vision: 

“Bring him to the Bin.” 
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On Salt Creek 
 

by Michelle Sonnenberg 

We paddle past the dairy, the boat yards, 

the lone bar where grease and humidity slide down from the wood 

rafters 

mixing with the smell of fisherman and cheap beer, 

past the crumbling docks decaying in muck and mangrove 

through a partial history of brown green tidal slurry 

with red and yellow leaves spiraling down the water column – 

a salty, preserved senescence. 

I measure our strokes to the bridge 

where a classmate flips the dead heron out of the water, 

her paddle an extension of too much human ego. 

The bird, smashed up against prop roots, tangled in fishing line, 

strapped by monofilament that wished for snook, 

dangles in a death float. 

When we return weeks later for the bones of this bird, 

the force of entrapment and the weight of the water 

has pulled the body beyond our grasp. 

We have no tools to free the blue green grey feathered 

plumage of aristocratic hats, 

the decomposing carcass that has sunk from our visibility 

and sways somewhere below the surface. 

Slowly, 

the bird will begin to slip from physical memory, 

and we will remain 

untangling the smashing ego and careless taking 

from the branches of the creek’s shore. 
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August 
 

by Victoria Pierce 

He walks barefoot after the storm  

stepping between black asphalt and puddles 

Collecting fallen branches for one project or another  

stringing pieces of fallen things into galaxies 

 

His hair is green and blue like a map  

eyes are bright like spotlights on performers  

mouth like a sinkhole and teeth like Greek pillars 

 

He hears music in nature and writes it down 

transposing life onto paper and folds into sound 

August hears without a single thought  

and dispenses love equivalently  

 

He leaves nothing unconsidered  

hunting for facts and stalking their meaning 

shoots down the moon to investigate its complexion  

His inquisition comes before any other consideration 

 

He dreams in full technicolor  

and interprets the world in eight different languages 

August thinks about what it’s like to be alive  

and how that must feel for others  

 

He makes plans for years in pencil  

promises made of ornate origami paper  

He draws himself into the future with charcoal  

smudging ideas of what should’ve been  
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A Shadow’s Curse 
 

by Dan Lauby 

Mad I is me is company 

Kept i’ the attic of my brain 

Of their fair foulest reverie 

In whispers oft complain. 

Full Luna stares and doubly dares 

Tempts shadows with a dance 

In minor chords used to ensnare 

All reason in a trance. 

Waning on the night shall die 

And spirits soon will fade 

So hide the eye and thrice belie 

The terror of a shade. 
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Bromeliads 
 

by Tami Toms 

Bromeliads crowd around a magnolia tree 

Jostling for a golden ray of sun 

Creeping out of terra cotta pots 

Silently climbing up the trunk 

Slowly, quietly, then suddenly 

Two plants where yesterday, only one 

 

Sage green leaves with a flushed pink center 

Is the plant named “Cotton Candy,” quivering 

Dark leaves splashed with blood red crimson 

“Hannibal” rustles and leans ever so close 

Cold morning dew weeps on the garden 

Plants plotting to grow free 

 

Center cups, sickly scented lure unwary 

Insects, plunge to a moist hopeless death 

Crouch watchfully, this garden grows
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Uncharmed 
 

by Beth Heisel 

 “In love?” 

“Out—” 

—Romeo and Juliet 

If Rosaline could walk the stage herself, 

would I recognize what’s in her? 

Verona looks alien through uncharmed eyes. 

Cupid built it, its shapes familiar only to those lightning-struck 

by passion; an edifice of shifting fog else. 

Who can grasp the color of a sonnet, to whom 

Romeo’s love is a spectrum unknown? 

For what’s red to the color-blind? 

When Rosaline was a girl, she walked 

(imagine that she did, as once perhaps I did) 

each day past monuments others praised. 

The little girls never stopped; but, awakening 

as strangers to themselves, the others began to pause 

and look. 

At twelve it was no strange thing to pass without looking; 

at thirteen, she perused the guidebook, squinted, 

and told herself she was too young; 

but by twenty-three, she was too old, 

and still she did not look. 

Hard-hearted they called her, 

and poor, denying Love’s riches; 

yet there is a richness in becoming a castle, 

building walls against men’s sight, and 

holding fast the gate. 
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The Creature 
 

by Lucas Mazintas 

It is I, the rancid, abominable creature who, upon his depar-

ture, will vanish into the mist. Locked in the confines of a decrepit 

prison, I now wait for the officers to yank my frail, malnourished 

body to the gallows. Now listen: if I were to seek your pity, I would 

be lying, for I deserve none. I deserve no empathy but, dear reader, I 

do ask for your attention.  

Once, a wealthy, pig-nosed charlatan told me that by being 

rambunctious and gleeful, my life would become joyous, my luck 

would begin to turn, and that I would become prosperous. Yet, I 

found no evidence of this. My precious life had cursed me!  

After watching my orphan brothers and sisters wither away 

from hunger, I sought to rise above my station in life.  I saw how the 

“Enlightened” strode through life with such clarity of conscience, 

such ease of thought; their lifestyles of opulence and prosperity  

inundated my soul with untreatable fevers of envy. 

Since I spent my youth rummaging through the orphanage’s 

library, reading through text after text, I was able to hone my one and 

only skill: writing. I knew that my intellect would elevate me past the 

uncultured, sloth like philistines who dwell in squalor, for I was no 

less intelligent than the Kants and Jeffersons; thus, I made efforts to 

step outside the confines of my class. These efforts, however, were 

always in vain. I never rose; I only fell.  

I ended up finding employment with the most unpleasant of 

men, Monsieur CeCille. Adorning himself in canary-yellow bear fur 

with tawdry azure ruffles, strutting virtuously with a garish red  

walking stick, and dolling himself for hours in front of his marble-

cased toilette, he was, with little doubt, the most bilious man I’ve ever 

had the displeasure of meeting. His face was akin to a snarling  

yellow-toothed hound, and his squawking, chalk-grating voice  

complemented that ever-so endearing image. He wore a powdered, 

white wig, yet his flaky, dandruff-laced yellow ponytail still shone 

through, running far past his crusty elbows. Though I hadn’t seen the 

sight personally, I heard rumors that one side of his head had  
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unkempt, unwashed patches of hair, akin to that of a rat’s arse.   

Each time he entered a room, the most abominable smell was let 

forth—a concoction of sugary perfumes, decomposed pecorino 

cheese, and a tinge of smugness. I am an odorous man, yes, but I was 

a lilac compared to the pungent stink of this creature.  

Though I ridiculed CeCille, I knew, deep down, that my  

pusillanimous nature would never grant me the marbles to mock him 

in-person. I was little more than a subhuman, needy leech who  

received pay by writing texts for him. CeCille published my writings 

under his name; I wrote the texts, but it was he who absorbed the 

praise and recognition. 

 When I handed him my writings, he forced me to kneel before 

him. Begging for food, pleading for pay, I was little more than a man-

gy scrounger. He’d glare down at me with his beady, twitchy eyes, a 

holier-than-thou grin etched upon his wrinkled, waxen skin. He’d tap 

on the floor with his red walking stick, and it was then, and only then, 

when I was permitted to rise from my undignified stance. His grimy, 

dirt-filled index finger would reach into a rose-stuffed pocket to pull 

out my pay: one copper coin.  

One day, Monsieur CeCille invited me to his home to discuss 

important matters. That’s all that was written on the letter sent my 

way: “See me at my mansion. There are important matters to discuss.”  

Even as a youngster, I had seen that mansion of his. I would 

peer out the solitary window of the orphanage, just to gaze at his  

statuesque manor standing atop the daffodil-rich hills. Like a  

plantation owner watching his slaves with contempt, the home looked 

down on the city and people living in it with scornful, patronizing 

eyes. 

This marked the first time CeCille had ever invited me to this 

mansion, since I usually handed him my writing at the squalid  

whorehouse in the Red Light district. My instincts were telling me not 

to go, but I callously disregarded such feelings because I knew that I 

must go; I needed money. 

I approached CeCille’s mansion and positioned myself before 

the gold-plated door. Wiping the soggy winter snow from my  

shoulders, I let forth a knock.  

An aged, Lilliputian servant opened up. He scowled at me  

derisively for several seconds before asking my purpose. I retrieved 
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the invitation from my fetid overcoat and handed it to him.  

Begrudgingly, he let me inside.  

I believed that I would be CeCille’s only guest, but this was 

not at all the case: a soirée was taking place. I saw dignified couples 

dawdle pridefully through bronzed rooms; I heard the thunderous 

tunes of orchestral trombones; and I smelled the mouthwatering  

aroma of freshly-baked strudels and caramel filled croissants. My 

senses were overwhelmed. Never have I seen, or have seen since, 

such luxury. I, on the other hand, was poverty in the flesh: a manure 

stain on the mansion’s pristine halls.  

I meandered through ostentatious hallways lit with peach-

scented wax candles, eyeballing ceaseless rows of family portraits, 

before approaching a sprawling, wine-red ballroom. I slithered my 

way through the waltzing party guests, to approach my destination: a 

solitary table which housed a cornucopia of delicious food. 

  I sat at the table and began gorging down blood-red venison 

chops, crunchy éclairs, and crispy macaroons. For the first time in my 

life I was able to eat to my heart’s content.  My eyes began darting 

back and forth across the room and, in the far-right corner, I spotted 

Monsieur CeCille waltzing with a sultry red-haired beauty.  

Mid-dance, CeCille turned his head and made eye contact with me. 

He stopped dancing and hobbled over to where I was seated with his 

red walking stick firm in hand. 

He stood far too close, as if trying to impose his stature over 

me. He then leaned over. 

“I will no longer pay you,” he whispered, smug as can be, 

“I’ve found a better writer.”  

I couldn’t contain my anger, and, against my better judgments, 

began spitting insults and obscenities at him. I called him an  

ignoramus. I cited how his fetid scent nauseates all souls, living or 

dead. I even taunted his gaudy attire.  

He glared at me ambivalently, unmoved; then, turning to the 

guests, he began to squawk with laughter.  

“You’re a funny little rat,” he snarled, mucus dripping from 

his nostrils.  

The words that sprung from my mouth during that moment 

were irreversible. There was no going back. 
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“Monsieur CeCille is a charlatan! A hoax! The books he  

published are not his; they’re mine,” I hollered, “The man’s ‘talents’ 

are a facade!” 

Hushed whispers swirled like zephyrs, and Monsieur  

CeCille’s powdered white face blossomed cherry red. CeCille,  

vibrating with anger, shoved me to the ground and began clubbing at 

my mouth with the walking stick like a crazed ape. I began wheezing 

from lack of air, coughing up blood and teeth. 

“Let the bugger bleed,” CeCille shouted, “None of ya’ dare 

touch the rat bastard!” 

The crowd glared at me. Their cold eyes seeing not a  

human-being, but a creature; a circus attraction.  

 Forcing myself up from the ground, clutching my throat, I 

used the last of my strength to kick CeCille in the groin. He  

whimpered like a dog, before falling to his knees. He looked meek 

and cowardly, a true cuckold.  I stared down at him, snatched the 

walking stick from his hand, arched it behind my head, and delivered 

a blow to the front of his skull.  

He cried for mercy, but I continued hitting. I still delivered 

that fatal blow. 

 I looked at the mess that I had made, the blood that I had 

spilled.  I loathed CeCille, but even I, a Godless man, knew that I had 

committed the greatest sin of all: murder.  

Weeping for the embrace of a mother I never met, and  

begging forgiveness from a God I never believed in, I now await exe-

cution. This letter, scrawled on paper stolen from the prison warden’s 

cluttered desk, will be hidden in the crack of my prison cell’s molded 

ceiling. Maybe, down the line, some soul will read this letter of mine. 

But, by then, I will be long gone.  

I told you from the onset, dear reader, that I deserve no  

empathy. 

After all, who is to pity a rancid, abominate creature. 

A creature who, even in death, won’t find splendor. Or  

riches.  
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